TRAILER RACING
SATURDAY & Sunday
July 31st/August 1st,
2021
Any ½ ton or smaller, TRUCK, VAN, or CAR (no convertibles) must be towing a pop-up trailer, travel trailer, boat trailer, or any safe item on a minimum of a 4’x6’ trailer is eligible! No ¾ ton or 1-ton vehicles allowed.

Empty Trailers must have something SAFE on them. These items would include: Boats, Decorations, Mascots, Advertising, Cartoons, Whirlpools, etc.....
This race is intended for GOOD, CHEAP, FUN!
$200 Winner to the most unique trailer set up, voted by fans!
$1,000 Bucks to the last trailer standing!

New for 2021 RACECEIVERS mandatory for all drivers.
1. Boats must be secured to trailer and tow vehicle. They must also be gutted. No fuel tanks or motors allowed.
2. Campers must be gutted of garbage or any loose items.
3. All glass must be stripped in tow vehicle other than windshield.
4. Tow vehicles must have protective screen or windshield intact.
5. Trailers must be secured to tow vehicle with chains, cables or hitches.
6. Anytime a car/truck becomes disabled from the trailer, it is deemed disqualified and unable to compete for the win.
7. Trailers must be secured to tow vehicle with one 3/8’s chain or hitched to vehicle with a ball style hitch. No Pintel hoke hitches allowed. ONLY ONE SINGLE THREE EIGHTS CHAIN CAN BE BOLTED OR LIGHTLY WELDED. Chain can only run from tongue to hitch or wrapped around the bumper.
8. Trailer must be attached to be considered a WIN. 4 feet or more must be attached to be considered a win.
9. Last trailer standing =winner
10. Helmet, Long Sleeves, Goggles, Long Pants and Raceceivers are all mandatory to be eligible for entry.
11. During the race NO strobe lights or emergency lighting such as police, fire truck or tow truck light bars etc., can be used on the tow vehicle or trailer.